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DAY 3

Cooking as cultural exchange and
revolutionary chefs on Day 2 of
Madrid Fusion Manila 2016
Chef Fernando Perez Arellano

By JULIE CABATIT-ALEGRE
“It’s hard to explain Filipino food,”
said Amy Besa, owner of Purple Yam
together with husband, chef Romy Dorotan. Besa was the ﬁrst speaker on the
second day of Madrid Fusion Manila
2016, which had for its theme “The Manila Galleon: East Meets West.”
In her travels around the country,
Besa has come to categorize our food
in two ways: food that’s our own, what
people saw in their environment and
used; and food that we borrowed and
made our own. Her profound understanding was that when Filipinos borrow, they turn around and make it their
own. For example, Spanish paella became the bringhe of Pampanga, cooked
with gata and malagkit. While the tamales would have been transported to our
shores from Mexico through the galleon
trade, she discovered that there are actually diﬀerent versions of the tamale
in the diﬀerent parts of the country, and
one that most likely is indigenous, the
Kinagang from Sorsogon.
“The galleon is actually just a state
of mind, a piece of history,” Besa said.
“Trade (and the inﬂuences that it brings
with it) has been happening since time
began. Even the birds have been transferring seeds and propagating them.”
“Cooking is about the exchange of
cultures,” said Fernando Perez Arellano of Zaranda, the only restaurant on
the holiday island of Mallorca that has
received two Michelin stars. “I’m quite

Mackerel and rice bran marinade by chef
Yoshihiro Narisawa

impressed at how close we can be to
each other,” Arellano said, referring to
the closeness of the Philippines to Spain,
despite the geographic distance, perhaps even closer than the Philippines
would be to its Asian neighbors.
Arellano said his style of cooking has
an academic heart, having trained in
prestigious restaurants in Europe. It has
the soul of tradition, meaning the traditional gastronomy in Spain, and is local
in essence, representing his surroundings. When he had his ﬁrst restaurant
in Madrid, he recalls, he cooked for men
in business suits. But when he moved
to Mallorca, he cooked for people who
were on holiday. The restaurant is
found in a chateau surrounded by lemon and almond trees. The mood is more
relaxed, and this has had an impact on
his cooking.
At the congress, he generously
shared dishes his restaurant has come
to be known for, including the “Four
Seasons of the Mallorca Almond” and
the famous “Black Egg.” He also did an
octopus dish and three tapas made from
eel, which he said is one of his favorite
ingredients. He believes in sourcing
his ingredients from the island itself as
well as the Mediterranean Sea that surrounds it.
Another two-Michelin-star chef, Yo-

Aguachile sea bass with mango habanero
by chef Oscar Calleja

shihiro Narisawa from Japan, has been
described as a revolutionary. He pioneered the innovative Satoyama Cuisine, which is built on the richness of
the natural Japanese environment and
its preservation, as well as respect for
ancestors. He calls it beneﬁcial and sustainable gastronomy.
Using the sakura or cherry blossom
as a unique ingredient, he prepared
a sakura cocktail as well as a dish of
sakura and baby sweet ﬁsh, which is
available only in spring. Sakura leaves
marinated in salt for a year are used for
the sauce.
“No sushi today,” he said. What he
did present were a couple of dishes
using fermented rice bran as an ingredient. The rice culture is something
Japan has in common with the Philippines, he observed. Then he went on
to show photos of Japanese rice ﬁelds,
rice terraces, planting season, and harvest, each one juxtaposed with similar
photos in a Philippine setting. It was a
delightful presentation to which the audience responded with warm applause.
Oscar Calleja, whose restaurant An-

nua in Spain has earned a Michelin star,
is “a defender of fusion with personality,” he said. His cooking is inﬂuenced
by his Mexican roots as well as Cantabria, where is restaurant is located. He
also produces oysters, the Japanese specie you should not miss, he says, should
you ﬁnd yourself dining in his restaurant.
Calleja is no stranger to the Philippines, this being his fourth visit. Chef
Chele Gonzalez of Vask is a very good
friend. He has been eating very well
here, he says. He is familiar with our
kinilaw, which is similar to the Mexican
ceviche. He delights in using our native
kalamansi, which is a great ﬁnd. Another Philippine product that the visiting
chefs like working with is our coconut
vinegar.
Valencian chef and Michelin-starred
Ricard Cameron, who is well known for
his innovative technique of producing
“waterless broth,” demonstrated how
this is done. Extracting and preserving
the ﬂavors is most important. Since Valencia lies along the Mediterranean, he
works with lots of products from the
sea.
Amy Besa said that one way to know
about the cuisine of a place is to look at
its map. Since the Philippines has a long
coastline, it’s not surprising that we
would have many seafood dishes. This
also appears to be true of the countries
along the Mediterranean. It appears, no
matter what side of the globe we might
be, that our cuisine will naturally reﬂect
what we have within our shores as well
as the riches from other shores that ﬁnd
their way onto ours.
“Knowledge from other cuisines is
possible, thanks to our travels,” Calleja
said, “but we must not also forget who
we are and where we came from.”
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Food, fun, and learning
at MFM Trade Expo Hall
Text by RUTH MANIMTIM-FLORESCA
Photos by NONOY B. FLORESCA
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The MFM Trade Expo Hall is ﬁlled with a lot of booths
that feature food products among other interesting items
and services. Here are some of the must-visit booths when
the trade show opens today to the public.
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1. Madrid Fusion Manila pays
tribute to the Galleon Trade between the Philippines and Spain
several centuries ago
2. Cebu Best Chocolate coins and
strips in mango and pineapple ﬂavors displayed at the Philippine
Airlines booth
3. Drop by the Turkish Airlines
booth and have a taste of Turkish delight and Turkish baklava
samples with chef Sencer Ergūden,
sales manager Elaine Dato, and
group specialist Graciel Erazo
4. Kelvin C. Ang of Chrysler
Makati shared that they are the ofﬁcial transport service to 10 MFM
foreign and local chefs who were

Filipinos are very creative when it comes to
food preparations and developing new food products. Unfortunately, a lot of Philippine companies
are not yet ready to sell outside the country due
to unappealing packaging or because the taste
of their products fail to capture the international
market.
To help address this issue, the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI) is holding seminars
on global competitiveness for food industry
players in the Philippines at Madrid Fusion Manila 2016.
Yesterday, DTI focused on connecting Philippine and Korean companies through talks and
B2B meetings between exporters from both countries. Emmanuel W. Ang, commercial counselor at
the Philippine Embassy in Korea, expressed how
they want Filipinos to know that a lot of companies in Korea are looking to source food.
“We have delegates from Korea, including seven food companies and three guest speakers. The
companies are importing, distributing, retailing,
and manufacturing food and are looking for food
products to buy. The combined total sales of these
companies is more than $12B,” shared Ang.
He aﬃrmed that Koreans are willing to help
Filipino companies improve their products and
sell them abroad. Lee Ho Yeon, Strategy Special-
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provided a Chrysler 300 C each
for getting around the Metro, with
some driving the cars themselves
5. Merit, an importer of Taiwan
kitchen equipment, provided the
necessary cooking equipment for
food demos in the MFM. In photo
is Marinel Casiano, merchandising
supervisor
6. Gourmet Farms produces organic coﬀee and are the ﬁrst to
do commercial roasting of coﬀee
beans. Its culinary division highlights local produce and fresh
herbs. They are one of the coﬀee
providers of the MFM.
7. This booth features upcoming events in Ayala Land proper-
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ties such as the World Street Food
Congress happening in Bonifacio
Global City on April 20-24
8. Urbani Truﬄes, a subsidiary of
the Araneta Group of companies,
is an Italian culinary brand famous
for preserved foods and sauces. In
photo (from left) is Romeo Ferrer,
restaurant manager and Cris Capareno, Restaurant Staﬀ
9. The Department of Tourism’s
exhibit pavilion invites guests to
relax in this comfortable lounge
where they can relax or conduct
business meet ups. DOT is currently promoting the country’s destinations to foreign tourists with the
tagline #VisitPhilippinesAgain2016

10. SM Supermalls, aside from being the venue provider of the SMX
for the MFM, showcases its hypermarket where consumers can ﬁnd
the freshest tropical fruits and vegetables. Expo guests can taste test
diﬀerent kinds of fresh fruits at this
booth
11. The San Miguel Pure Foods
booth showcases products that
were supplied to cooking demos
for the MFM. In photo is Janine M.
Josef, Sales Accounts Specialist
12. Anyone who likes using spices
and herbs in their dishes at home
knows the McCormick brand. This
booth introduces a rebranding to
McCormick Culinary, which caters

to larger scale requirements of their
products by restaurants, hotels, and
culinary schools.
13. Duty Free Philippines, an attached agency of the DOT, is an
active participant in the country’s tourism projects, programs,
and initiatives. According to
store manager Shelley Sanico,
“Through our sponsorship of the
MFM, DFP is able to showcase
the Filipino tradition of “pasalubong” with our oﬀ-site pop-up
store at the Exhibition Hall featuring well-loved homecoming gifts,
which foreign delegates and visitors can bring home to their loved
ones.”

DTI connects Filipino and Korean
companies through seminars on food
industry global competitiveness at MFM 2016

Emmanuel Ang of DTI

DTI director Senen Perlada and Lee Dong Go,
head of delegation, Asean Korea Center

ist-Purchasing Team from CJ Cheiljedeng, the biggest food company in Korea, discussed what they
are looking for in imported products while Dr. Oh
Jae-Young of KCL talked about sourcing trends of
packaging technology for food in Korea.
The third speaker, chef Kim Jin-Rae spoke on
the evolving gourmet food trend in his country
and how Filipino companies can better develop
products to make them ﬁt for the Korean market.

Dr. Oh Jae-Young of KCL and chef Kim
Jin-Rae

There were also presentations from the Philippine side to give the Korean guests an overview of
food products that can be sourced here.
At present, South Korea is the sixth largest
economy in the world. In 2013, the country exported $571B and imported $494B, resulting in
a positive trade balance of $77B. Based on 2013
ﬁgures, South Korea is the 9th largest importer in
the world.
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Meet the Chefs
DANI GARCIA
9:00 to 10:00 — The Essential is Invisible to the
Eye
COUNTRY: Spain
RESTAURANT:Dani
Garcia
Dani Garcia believes
that he was born with a
gift, and has a calling to dedicate his life to
the culinary world by reinventing dishes.
Garcia’s culinary work is a compilation of
the character of his land’s folklore and nature, valuing authentic Málaga and Andalusian cuisine. He has demonstrated his creativity at the Hotel Puente Romano: Dani
García Restaurant and Bibo Andalussian
Brasserie & Tapas.
With Chef Garcia’s mastery of innova-

VIRGILIO MARTINEZ
tive techniques and fun culinary style that
evokes childhood memories, he is considered one of the top chefs of modern Spanish gastronomy. He is among the ranks of
world-renowned Michelin star Spanish
chefs Adrià, Arzak, Berasategui, Ruscalleda, Santamaría, Subijana and Roca.
Chef Garcia is also an endorser of an
international brand of quick-serve restaurants in Spain. He is known for popularizing the use of liquid nitrogen in preparing
haute cuisine.
The key to many of his creations is that
his ability to bring out their Andalusian
essence using tons of imagination, not to
mention scientific techniques. García first
attracted media attention when he took
over the kitchen at the Tragabuches restaurant in the spectacular mountain town of
Ronda (Málaga) and demonstrated his interest in culinary innovation.

KEVIN CHERKAS
14:00 to 15:00 — Once
upon a product
COUNTRY:
Indonesia
Restaurant:Cuca
Canadian-born
Chef
Kevin Cherkas has developed an enviable track record in some of the world’s most outstanding
restaurants.
In Spain, he honed his skills at Michelin
three-star Arzak Restaurant in San Sebastian,
Michelin three-star El Bulli in Roses, and Michelin two-star La Broche in Madrid. He also
left his mark in New York City during his
tenure with Daniel Boulud, at his highly regarded Michelin three-star Daniel.
His numerous awards are testament to
his culinary talent. These include gold and
silver medals at the Chaîne des Rôtisseurs
national and regional competitions in 2003, a
gold medal at the USA Chicago Culinary Salon Team Canada 2001, and three gold medals at the British Columbia Chefs Association
Hot Culinary Competition in 2000, to name a
few. Most notably, he joined the Bocuse d’Or
World Cuisine Contest 2001 as an apprentice
representative and achieved a fifth-place finish.
In July 2013, he partnered with his wife
Virginia to open Cuca, their life-long dream.
The restaurant is set in the beautiful expanse
of a coconut grove in Jimbaran, Bali, and offers
a casual destination serving tapas, cocktails
and desserts. At Cuca, Kevin’s philosophy
consists of western cooking made exclusively
from the best and freshest local ingredients.
He handpicks the tastiest products Indonesia
offers and brings them to a new level by applying techniques he has acquired through
his outstanding culinary career. Having

reached its second year milestone, Cuca has
establised itself as one of Asia’s favorite delicious destinations.
  
MADRID FUSION MANILA 2016
What will you present?
We will be taking the audience through
the magical experience of tasting something
for the first time, enabling them to see new
ideas everywhere by looking at food differently.
What are you looking forward to at Madrid
Fusion Manila?
The excitement of the event and concentration of such amazing professionals who
lead this industry with hard work, creativity
and passion. Being selected among them is a
huge honor that we don’t take lightly and we
plan on rocking Manila for the week we are
there.    
What do you hope to accomplish with your
presentations at MFM2016?
To convey my passion for a job I absolutely adore; and to provide a relevant insight to
the audience through a dramatic and entertaining presentation about the hidden magic
of ingredients.

11: 00 to 12:00 — Ecosystems
COUNTRY: Peru
RESTAURANT: Central
Chef Virgilio Martinez’s style
of food is avant-garde Peruvian.
He opened his restaurant Central in 2009 and has led the formation of an interdisciplinary
team combining gastronomy with nutrition, history, anthropology, and science. He regularly travels across Peru to discover and study local ingredients. His restaurant, which captured the top spot
on Latin America’s 50 Best Restaurants list in 2014,
takes its customers on a vertical journey across
Peru’s landscape. Martinez serves native ingredients sourced at various altitudes. This chef’s restaurant celebrates Peru’s biodiversity and ancient
Andean heritage, delighting guests with inventive
creations.
MADRID FUSION MANILA 2016
What will you will present?
We will be presenting different ways to work,
our unique approach to nature, the way we can
connect to ourselves in a vertical way – not just for
sourcing products or ideas, but most of all becauseit is key to eat, live and interact with harmony.
Most of the examples we will show came from the
different unique ecosystems approach.
What do you look forward to at Madrid Fusion Manila?

It’s my first visit to the Philippines so my expectations are huge. I want to meet people, have
great conversations and see the culture of the Philippines.
What do you hope to accomplish with your presentations at MFM2016?
We will show our independence from different
industries with our own products and the way we
use them. Show how good, healthy and liberating
it is to use whatever surrounds you in your food
system.
We hope the presentations can inspire young
chefs over there and create a continuity of the work
we are doing, from Peru to the world.
What are your impressions of the Philippines?
I heard it is becoming a serious destination for
food in many aspects. It kind of has similarities
with Peru, and the way things started to grow, with
of course the help and enthusiasm of some people.
What I know for sure is that the huge natural places and lovely natural ambience that you live in is
something amazing. Those days in Manila and having the Madrid Fusion organization will be amazing to take advantage of for any second we spend
there. Seeing new stuff is important for me and of
course for everybody, the exchange of knowledge,
the sharing of ideas, the presence of innovation, are
just so unique.
Your message for people who will attend
MFM2016?
Stay very awake, and enjoy all the creativity that will be happening in those days. Exchange
knowledge and share as much as you can.

JORGE VALLEJO
15:00 to 16:00 — Tasting Migration
COUNTRY: Mexico
RESTAURANT:Quintonil
Jorge Vallejo was born in
Mexico City in 1981. A high
school drop-out, he began his
career in the kitchen as a dishwasher in Segundo Plato, a small restaurant in
Colonia del Valle. He was one of three employees who often had to help out in the service and
cooking – and it was here that Vallejo discovered
that cooking would be his future.
Vallejo advocates using products from the
nation’s small agricultural producers. This chef
takes a contemporary take on home cooking.
Being knowledgeable about indigenous ingredients, Chef Vallejo uses his creativity to elevate
traditional Mexican cuisine at Quintonil.

What are your impressions
of the Philippines?
Love it! We have been to Manila before
and we are still raving about how good the
traditional dishes that we tried (kinilaw,
lechon, sinigang) were. No better reason to
go back than to be a part of the biggest food
event of the year. I’m sure I won’t go hungry.

MADRID FUSION MANILA 2016

Your message for people who will attend
MFM2016?
Get ready, you have never seen anything
quite like this!

What will you present?
I’m going to talk about the voyages of the Manila Galleon, the trade not only of products, but
of the culture between Asia, Mexico and Spain,

and how this affected the way we eat now. I will
also discuss how fusion is not something that
represents avant garde cuisine, but rather traditional cuisine as a mix between cultures.
What do you look forward to at Madrid Fusion
Manila?
I want to experience everything I can about
the Philippines. It is totally new for me. I would
like to see how the chefs absorb new things in
MFM2016.
What do you hope to accomplish with your
presentations at MFM2016?
To give to a view of my restaurant, and how
Mexican cuisine has evolved since the expeditions
of La Nao de China (‘silk ship’, as the Manila galleon is known in Mexico) until the present.
What are your impressions of the Philippines?
It’s a very exotic place for me and I want to
taste the flavors of the culture, the streets and the
fine dining scene.
Your message for people who will attend
MFM2016?
I’m really looking forward to showcase the
work that we do here in Mexico and to learn
about the Philippines, too.

Tatung Sarthou
16:00 to 17:00 — What is Lost is Found: Rediscovering Pre-hispanic Filipino Cuisine
COUNTRY: Philippines
Myke “Tatung” Sarthou is a successful chef
and restaurateur with his restaurant aptly named
Alab by Chef Tatung, a product of his fiery passion for Filipino cookery. His exposure to different professional landscapes has given him
an outlook on the culinary world as a historian,
chemist, business person, writer, and teacher, to name a few. These
perspectives allow him to weave a tapestry that clearly defines and
recognizes what Filipino food really is. Using different tools and
methods from his arsenal such as cooking shows, educational talks
and demonstrations, and advocacy groups, he spreads awareness

and recognition of Philippine regional cuisines for what they are and
what they represent in the country’s cultural identity. This chef is
opening a new Galleon Trade themed restaurant named Agos alongside the fiery Alab.
MADRID FUSION MANILA 2016
What will you present?
My presentation will be about coconut cookery. More specifically,
I will be talking about the Burnt Coconut Recipe from Mindanao,
Smoked Coconut Milk from Luzon and other modern applications
of the coconut in cooking.
What are you looking forward to at Madrid Fusion Manila?
I am mostly looking forward to my interactions with other chefs
as it gives me the opportunity to collaborate with foreign modern

chefs. Also, this event is an opportunity for me to promote indigenous Filipino cookery to the world.
What do you hope to accomplish with your presentations at
MFM2016?
I hope to introduce indigenous culinary applications of coconut
that are not known even to the Filipino masses.
What would message do you have for people who will attend
MFM2016?
I want the attendees to learn that there is still so much to rediscover about our culinary heritage. I want those who will be listening
to my presentation to learn about Filipino cooking. I also want to say
that my participation in this event will give plenty of opportunities
for the creation of new dishes brought about by my collaborations
with other local chefs and those from abroad.

